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ABSTRACT

We present VideoPot, a desktop video search system designed

for digital video files stored on personal computers. The core

metric of this system is based on video-indexing technology

and an automatic related-term collection framework. Dig-

ital files on local disks are crawled, and images of repre-

sentative scenes are extracted from video files using video-

indexing technology. Related terms, used as target informa-

tion in the video search, are collected from both local files

and Web pages using an automatic related-term collection al-

gorithm. These images and terms are then stored in the meta-

data database. We describe a unique search result interface

that helps users distinguish the target video. In the search re-

sults interface, the results of the video search are listed at two

levels to let users search videos faster. The effectiveness of

images on our interface derived from video-indexing is eval-

uated through a comparison with a conventional file search

application.

1. INTRODUCTION

High-capacity HDDs enable us to store a large number of dig-

ital video files on our computers. However, we must spend a

lot of time searching through videos on our local disks using

conventional desktop file search applications. There are two

problems when searching videos this way.

1) Search results are obtained using only a list of filenames.

Conventional desktop file search applications provide

search results from a list of filenames, or thumbnails

extracted from the first frame of video files [1]. These

filenames and thumbnails are seldom useful for iden-

tifying the target video, unless the filename accurately

describes the video’s content, or the user can recall the

content from the image in the first frame. Consequently,

we often need to replay them to find the scenes that

we remember and locate the target video files. Thus, it

would be helpful to have a more effective interface for

selecting targets from search results [10].

2) The target information is only a filename.

Users often remember only some of the related terms

and not the exact filenames of the target videos. Be-

cause filenames are the only target information in con-

ventional desktop file search applications, users cannot

obtain any target videos unless they use the exact file-

names as queries.

To overcome these problems, we developed VideoPot, an

desktop application with an interface designed for video files

that have been loaded onto local disks from various sources.

To solve the first problem, we implemented video-indexing

technology in VideoPot [7]. Segment images, including audio

and visual features in each video file, are extracted with this

technology and are then put in the search results. These im-

ages are more helpful for figuring out the video’s content than

images extracted from regularly spaced time series of images

or first frame images as is done in conventional applications.

To solve the second problem, we developed an automatic

related-term collection framework for VideoPot. Because videos

stored on local disks come from various sources (e.g. TV

recording, downloading, copying), the ability to handle var-

ious metadata is important. Our framework collects related

terms of video files from local files and Web pages, and uses

them as the target information of video searches on VideoPot.

User interfaces that have an entry of structured key-frame

images are important for effective video searches of large

video collections [10, 5, 4]. We implemented an intuitive

video search interface in VideoPot. The videos in the search

results are shown as a list of extracted images, and they ap-

pear on two different levels so that users can easily figure out

the whole scene and locate the target video in fewer replays.

Section 2 of this paper discusses related work. Section 3

is a system overview of VideoPot. VideoPot’s user interface

and its evaluation are described in sections 4 and 5. Section 6

summarizes this paper and describes our future work.
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2. RELATED WORK

Several papers have addressed the issues related to video in-

dexing based on multiple audio/video features [7]. Relevance

feedback technologies and interfaces for effective video searches

are recent topics in video retrieval [2, 6, 5, 4]. However, con-

sidering the consistency with the user interfaces of popular

desktop searches [1], we decided not to use relevance feed-

backs in our system. Desktop search systems using meta-

data based on history of users’ actions have been proposed

[8, 3]. These studies focus on using the history of accessed

Web pages and the context of a file’s location in a file-systems

for searching files. In our study, we focused on user actions

of saving video files on a PC by using local Web cache files

to create metadata for the downloaded videos.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows the structure of the program modules, meta-

data database, and interface of VideoPot. The following is an

overview of the module process.

3.1. Control

Video files in a PC are crawled and the paths to them are

stored in the database. New video files are monitored. After

a file has been found, it is sent to the video-indexing module

and term collection module.

3.2. Video Indexing

Representative scenes are extracted from the videos based on

the audio-visual features [7]. Segments of cuts, camera-work,

and telop entries are extracted as visual events. Segments of

speech and music are extracted as audio events. These events

and their time-codes are used to label the images.

3.3. Term Collection

This module collects the related terms to be used as the target

information for searching.

For downloaded video files, the HTML files in the Web

browser’s cache are parsed and the texts in “alt=” attributes

of the links of the video files are extracted. For video files

recorded using TV recording software, the registered EPG

files used to record the program are parsed. A synopsis, chan-

nel number, and category names are extracted from the EPGs.

File properties to be used in the operating systems are also

extracted.

Content-related terms can be also found on Web pages.

The terms collected from the local files are used for collecting

related terms from the Web. The method of collecting terms

from the Web is based on an algorithm of Sato and Sasaki

[9]. Our system generates a set of seed terms, derived from

the local files by using a tagger program. The Web pages

Fig. 1. Program modules in VideoPot.

are obtained by using combinations of seed terms as queries,

and the terms on the pages are filtered using the following

indicator,

R
∧/∨(s, x) =

Hits(s ∧ x)

Hits(s ∨ x)

where Hits(s) = number of Web page hits by term “s”

In the above equation, if x is a general term, the indicator

R will be reduced. If the relationship between s and x is

not strong, R will be small. The threshold value can be set

according to the number of filtered terms.

3.4. Metadata Database and User Interface

All images with time-codes and collected terms are associ-

ated with the path of the original video files in the metadata

database. Users or developers can customize or superimpose

the access interface to the database.

4. USER INTERFACE

This section describes VideoPot’s video search interface.

One of the most time-consuming tasks for users searching

videos with conventional desktop applications is selecting tar-

gets while playing video.

We designed the interface of VideoPot to enable more ef-

fective video searches. The videos in our search results are

listed on two different levels, i.e, in the main results window

and in the sub-window shown in Figure 2.

Main results window

The main results window consists of three different sections

(a, b, and c in Figure 2). There are two sections for the

searched local video files (a and b) and one for the Internet

search results (c). The first section lists local video files whose
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Fig. 2. VideoPot user interface.

file names match the query. The second section lists video

files whose database terms match the query. The first (a) and

second (b) sections show five images selected according to

the difference in the time-codes of the neighboring images

together with each filename.

If the registered EPG files are detected, their abstracts ap-

pear over the images (d). The user can play short video clips

by clicking on the images. Figure 2 shows an example of

search results when two files in the first area and one file in

the second area appear. The third section displays the Inter-

net search results for the query word. Seamless access to the

Internet provides helpful information to the user, even while

he or she is searching the local video files.

Sub-Window

Each filename in the main results window has a link to the

sub-window (e). The sub-window helps users to distinguish

the target video in the search results with fewer playback con-

trols. The sub-window lists all the images extracted from the

video.

The images in the sub-window are time aligned and can

be filtered based on events by video-indexing using the event

selection buttons (see Fig. 2).

Users can easily find specific scenes in a video stream by

glancing over the images in the sub-window. By clicking on

one of the images, they can play a short clip of the original

video file that starts with the segment represented on each

image.

5. INTERFACE EVALUATION

We set up VideoPot on a trial PC to evaluate the effectiveness

of its video search interface. We focused on the effectiveness

of the main window and sub-window when selecting targets.

Thus, collected terms were not used in this evaluation.

5.1. Trial Environment

We used a Dimension-1100 ( DELL, Pentium-4 2.80 Ghz, 1

GB RAM, 160 GB HDD ). The trial video files comprised

a total 100 hours of 126 digital video files in various cate-

gories (news, dramas, sports, talk-shows, etc.) that were de-

rived from broadcasting in Japan. A running number was used

for the video filenames to prevent the subjects from remem-

bering or guessing the video content by filename. After the

video-indexing process had finished for the trial video files,

VideoPot generated a page listing all the trial videos, and we

used it as the start page for our video searches.

5.2. Participants

There were ten subjects (three male; seven female) in their

20s to 30s. All had experience in searching for files on a

PC but did not have any experience in using VideoPot. A 60-

minute of training lecture on using the VideoPot interface was

given to them before the test.

5.3. Video Search Tasks and conditions

We composed 59 different tasks of searching for specific video

files or scenes (e.g, home-runs in baseball, stock prices, or

the prime minister’s speech) in the trial video files. For each

task, representative keywords or abstracts of the targets were

given to the subjects before they began searching. To scale the

apparent workload, we administered a questionnaire on the

subjects’ feelings about their difficulties after they finished

each task. For comparison, the subjects completed the same

task set on Microsoft Explorer on WindowsXP. All tasks were

randomly assigned to the subjects to avoid task duplication in

VideoPot and Explorer. We asked the subjects to keep search-

ing for at least 10 minutes in each task. The task completion

time was measured, and the subjects’ activities were moni-

tored.

5.4. Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the average elapsed time per task and incom-

plete tasks. The averaged elapsed time per task with VideoPot

was approximately 88% of the elapsed time with Explorer.

The subjects had fewer incomplete tasks using VideoPot.

The subjects seemed to focus on their targets more ef-

fectively with VideoPot. Our observations revealed that the
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Table 1. Average result per task

Elapsed time[sec.] Incompleted tasks[%]

VideoPot 463 2.90

Explorer 525 12.1

Table 2. Subjects’ activities per task

unique files play duration[sec.]

VideoPot 4.7 50

Explorer 7.6 154

Table 3. Subjects’ feelings about task difficulty

easy intermediate difficult

VideoPot 61% 34% 5%

Explorer 43% 31% 25%

average number of checked unique files and duration of play-

ing videos per task were significantly reduced when they used

VideoPot (see Table 2).

Figure 3(a) shows the ratio of completed tasks along with

the elapsed time. For example, it took the subjects 10 minutes

and 18 minutes to complete 80% of the tasks with VideoPot

and Explorer, respectively. This result shows that VideoPot

had a better overall task completion ratio.

Figure 3(b) compares the task elapsed times of VideoPot

and Explorer for the same tasks. Each sample in the figure

indicates a different task, and samples over the dashed line

indicate that the task took less time on VideoPot. In over 70%

of the tasks, VideoPot was faster than Explorer.

Table 3 shows the breakdown of all questionnaire answers

about task difficulties. Note that the same task set was pre-

pared for VideoPot and Explorer. This result indicates that

subjects felt they bore less workload when searching with

VideoPot.

According to these results, it can be concluded that sub-

jects searched the target videos faster and felt less fatigued

when they used VideoPot’s interface.

6. CONCLUSION

We presented VideoPot, a prototype system designed to search

for video files in personal computers. VideoPot crawls digital

video files on the local disk, and then it generates a meta-

data database that includes images and target information by

using video-indexing technology and a related-term collec-

tion framework. We designed a video search interface for

VideoPot that consists of a main and sub-window of search

results. We tested the effectiveness of the interface by hav-

ing subjects conduct video searching tasks, and found that

it helped users find video files faster and with less workload

than Explorer did. In our next study, we will evaluate the ac-

curacy of the collected terms and their effectiveness for video

searches. We will also look at implementing a new event de-

tection method for video-indexing and self-organizing desk-

(a) Task completion ratio (b) Comparison of elapsed

times

Fig. 3. Results of video search tasks.

top video files on VideoPot.
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